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Sunnytek Solar offer solutions based on solar power to pump water to 
surface. Here we cower all from clean water for houses to irrigation water 
for farming. There are filters and water cleaning systems for high quality 
drink water. We also have a very efficient drip water system that saves 
about 90% com paired to spray solutions.

The solution by solar energy.

* Solar panels generate electricity free of costs when sun is up
* When sun is dow we have a energy storage system or a water 

tank reservoir for these hours.
* Electricity from pumps pass through a MPPT solar inverter
* MPPT inverter analyse and see energy from panels gives max 

water capacity for pumps by a mic ro processor
* MPPT see speeds differs and so capacity as sun differs and 

MPPT unit makes best of all in volumes
* Pump can be a submerged pump down in a drilled well
* Pump can be a try positioned pump that can suck up water down 

hill to 8 meters height and then press out water to a higher 
position.

* We have several sizes of pumps to fit most installations as 
standard solution and on request we can offer almost anything

* Water flow comes out of the pump in tubings designed for site and 
its application.

* Drink water can be filtered and cleaned in a special solution we put on 
tubes to get clean drink water quality of supply

* Irrigation water can have a special drip water system so it get very 
efficient and save lots of water. 

Photo shows a Burundian site where one single 19 mm tube supply all water 
needed for 1000 M2 kitchen garden at Gakwende orphanage. Each drip point 
gives 2 liter / hour and they are separated 30 cm in distance. Here we get one 
extra harvest during dry season and better harvests at rain seasons as well. 
Production have increased a lot since irrigation was installed 2 years ago.
Now we plan too double the installation to over 2000 M2. Water comes from a  
mountain well and have natural pressure
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Submersible deep water solar pumps
Pump for surface mater max 8 meter down
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Solar farm and panels we use.
Normally we use thin film panels as they are the most 
robust design mechanically and also regarding solar 
characteristics. These panels are best when very hot as 
they have a good thermal coefficient. They do also offer 
more output in cloudy and less sunny weather which 
always happens. Ove a year they are better than 
comparable crystalline panels.

Number on panels depends on 
site and pumps we use. This 
needs a small calculation  each 
time we make an offer.

Energy storage with battery solution
This is a costly part if needed and needs a calculation to be correct. If there is a water tank 
this is normally better. If this is not possible this is the solution we offer. Long life battery 
units are one solution and standard also if the shorter life time is acceptable. Lad Gel is a 
5-7 year life time solution that is our min level in  quality. OK if not to how and over 25C at 
days. If 10-15 years is needed we have a Li-Fe-Po system that handle this but is more 
costs. If you need 20-30 years life of 
battery we have LTO battery packs. They 
are a bit more costly but offers many years 
and no problems.

Submersible solar water pumps.
If there are drilled holes with water down from under ground water 
flow this is the best solution. They need min 4 inch diameter and are 
available in several sizes of capacity. One design have all electronics 
inside put and it is only one unit . One is just a pump and electronics 
is at surface in a box. Booth have advantages and are very reliable 
European and not Asian designs. Pumps are normally centrifugal 
designs or IMO screw designs.

Dry site located pumps
These are the solution when water is close to surface max 8 
meter down from pump site. They bare hereby easily available 
for service and works etc. They do then need a cower as a small 
house to protect the equipment. These pumps always have a 
separate MPPT solar inverter in a small box.Pumps are simple 
and reliable and not very costly. Our pumps are European 
brands and not Asian designs.
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Solar panels for solar operated pumps.

Thin film Panel TF145 Power 130W / ea   Dimensions 1420x1150 x3.4 mm 
Frameless panel mounted with aluminum clamps to a flat surface.  Weight 18 kg
Number of panels needed power is normally pump power x1.5 in W

MPPT Solar inverter.    Here we need a power that is 1.5 X the power of the pump system. It 
can be 1 phase 230 volt or 3 Phase 400 Volt depending on size of pump. Sizes from  300W to 
40 KW available. This unit will also control speed of the pump unit related to solar power 
available. Weight about 5 Kg ex cabinet that must be weather proof. We supply this on demand.

Battery and energy storage Often on demand only and this needs a design 
work we always will do. Here we need main numbers from installation site to get all correct.

Submersible pump specifications and models
SPM 40 / 50 with 40 liter / minute at 50 meters pressure.   

1 phase  600 W
SPM 80 / 40 with 80 liter / minute at 40 meters pressure    

1 phase  800 W
SPM 140 / 100 with 140 liter / minute at 100 meters pressure  

1 phase  900 W

All single with phase 230 volt operation. These models cowers most of sites but we have 
many larger and smaller alternatives for submersible pumps.

Dry installation Jet based water pumps
This is the solution if water surface is max 8 meter deeper that pump itself. The pumps add 
pressure and will then raise water a number of meters up. The pumps needs a protection to 
weather. To the shown values we always have 8 meters depth where pumps lift up the water.

SJP 60 / 50 with 60 liter /   minute  at 50 meters pressure + 8 meter depth   1 
phase   0.75 KW

SJP 100/50 with 100 liter / minute at 50 meters pressure  + 8 meter depth   1 
phase  1.1    KW

SJP 160/60 with 160 liter / minute at 60 meters pressure  + 8 meter 
depth 3 phase  2.2   KW

Options and extra system components to build a system

Surface water rough filter unit
Pressure switch
Plastic hoses and tubing.

Drop water irrigation      Clean water solutions
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Irrigation needs lots of water if we use spray 
systems. Drop water saves about 90% of 
water and also pinpoint the plants you like 
better than other systems. We have all you 
need here.  Installation is simple and pay off 
short with a 3-rd harvest / year

Clean water is needed for homes 
and often the water source is not 
clean enough from start. We offer a 
range of filter systems to clean 
water to house hold quality. It 
removes particles but also virus 
and bacterias in the water. UV 
technology kills and carbon  filters 
remove all of harm  from the water 
so everyone can drink without any 
danger
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